Erratum {#Sec1}
=======

Upon publication of the original article \[[@CR1]\], it was noticed that the legends of Table [2](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Table [3](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} were incorrect and instead of:'\**p*\<0.001 FWE-corrected at cluster levelL left, R right, BA Brodmann area'Table 2Peak level coordinates in the significant^\*^ cluster during anticipation of rewardGroupBrain structureBAMNI coordinates*T* scorexyz22q11DSLHypothalamusNA−10−6−84.83RInferior frontal gyrus472618−125.08LMedial frontal gyrus6−10−30745.35LMiddle frontal gyrus8−2420484.53RMiddle frontal gyrus10345004.53LMiddle temporal gyrus21−52−4644.37RMiddle temporal gyrus2154−24−124.64RPutamenNA28−10124.64LSuperior temporal gyrus39−34−58284.52RSuperior temporal gyrus4156−2044.63ControlsLCingulate gyrus24−4−10407.79RCingulate gyrus244−12407.26RCingulate gyrus234−16346.96RCingulate gyrus234−32285.52RCingulate gyrus242−18449.02RCingulate gyrus234−12305.64RMiddle occipital gyrus1832−88−87.39LPosterior cingulate23−2−30249.25RPrecentral gyrus420−28726.22LPrecuneus31−8−62225.73RPrecuneus3120−78266.58RSuperior frontal gyrus6616685.69LTransverse temporal gyrus41−42−30126.0822q11DS \> controlsNo significant resultsControls \> 22q11DSLCingulate gyrus24−4−12383.10LCingulate gyrus24−8−20403.24RCingulate gyrus244−12404.63RCingulate gyrus234−30283.28RCingulate gyrus242−20405.03RCingulate gyrus3112−32423.24RMedial frontal gyrus610−12743.66LParacentral lobule5−8−44503.12RParacentral lobule46−42723.10RPostcentral gyrus412−38604.60LPrecuneus31−2−70243.31\**p*\<0.05 FWE-corrected at cluster levelL left, R right, BA Brodmann areaTable 3Peak level coordinates in the significant^\*^ cluster during anticipation of LossGroupBrain structureBAMNI coordinates*T* score*xyz*22q11DSLCingulate gyrus24−6−6345.29LCingulate gyrus24−106384.14LHippocampusNA−28−22−83.96LHypothalamusNA−8−6−105.44RMedial frontal gyrus6100664.14LMiddle frontal gyrus6−26−4644.34LMiddle frontal gyrus11−3244−84.07RMiddle frontal gyrus63010603.93RMiddle frontal gyrus103438226.04ControlsRCingulate gyrus242−12366.43RCingulate gyrus242−16444.96RCingulate gyrus2410−12404.12LInsula13−328184.17RMedial frontal gyrus610−14544.99RMedial frontal gyrus610−16584.59LMiddle frontal gyrus11−3036−125.62RMiddle frontal gyrus626−18664.75RMiddle frontal gyrus92832324.59RPrecentral gyrus420−26685.29RPrecentral gyrus624−16744.08RSuperior temporal gyrus4148−2884.0722q11DS \> controlsNo significant resultsControls \> 22q11DSLCuneus18−4−80242.78LCuneus18−4−90122.74LCuneus18−10−88122.80LCuneus18−8−84203.06RCuneus1818−84263.62RCuneus1810−82262.84RCuneus1816−86163.01RCuneus722−84322.95RCuneus722−80283.00LMiddle occipital gyrus19−28−82142.89LPosterior cingulate23−4−54222.86LPrecuneus31−2−72263.11LPrecuneus31−6−68243.20LPrecuneus310−78242.81LPrecuneus31−24−78142.70RPrecuneus714−70522.71\**p*\<0.05 FWE-corrected at cluster levelL left, R right, BA Brodmann area

should both read:'\**p*\<0.05 FWE-corrected at cluster levelL left, R right, BA Brodmann area'

This has now been corrected in this erratum and is shown in the below tables.
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